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	Text1: These buildings are not at all appropriate for the neighborhood. We moved to this area (we're in Ridgevale) for the quieter neighborhood feel of this community. Large multi-unit apartment buildings are not in keeping with the neighborhood feel. One of the nicer aspects of our neighborhood is the amount of trees and foliage which creates a desirable aesthetic to live around. Monolithic buildings and large developments flatten trees and would permit sound to carry from the busy Bedford highway into what was once quiet communities.  By far the main issue however is traffic. Dartmouth road is very frequently backed up all the way to Eaglewood subdivision entrance.  Adding in that many new drivers will be a nightmare!!! It's already very difficult to turn left off eagle wood drive onto the dartmouth road if you're dropping your kids off at Sunnyside school. Adding lights there would cause more issues in slowing down traffic (not to mention accidents with people coming off the highway and needing to slow down fast) and causing people to stop at a light would cause all manner of backups in the winter with ice due to the incline.  I have heard the justification that the new connector between the commons and Burnside will calm the traffic, and to a certain degree that's true... I think it will vastly improve the backups on windmill road... but for the majority of people who were going down Dartmouth road, they'll still want to be going Dartmouth road, because they either needed to get to the Sunnyside mall area, or they lived in that area. So as such, I don't think the connector will have a substantial impact on Dartmouth road during rush hour and adding that many people will make it nearly impossible to get out.  Not to mention that backups in traffic at the super store and sunnyside intersection are already very bad at various times of the day. We don't want to add to that mess until the infrastructure is changed to handle it. (there really should be a round about by petro canada).  Having buildings this size will greatly reduce the desire for people to want to be in the neighborhood.  In essence don't betray the people living here, by increasingly density so substantially. There are other places in the city where that is a clear priority and efforts should be focused there. Not in a neighborhood whose residents don't want this to happen. All you have to do is look on the facebook groups for shore drive/eaglewood/ridgevale and you'll find that no one is agreement with having these buildings in place.  Please consider something more reasonable. 4 and 5 stories is WAAYYY to big a jump for the silhouette of the community and for the local infrastructure to handle.   I know there is currently parker's Brook Estates that is 4 storey.  But a single building with smaller buildings around it and still lots of trees, is a very different feel from multiple 4-5 storey buildings linked together.   
	Text2: I don't see any benefits to bringing apartment buildings to that particular area, for existing residents. For those who would take up residence in the buildings, it is close to the mall and eating establishments, but once again, the super store and sunnyside mall parking lots are frequently full, adding that many more people close by will only make the problem worse. Further more, it's proximity to the sunnyside mall leads me to think that you'll likely find some people trying to park there from the apartment building if there isn't sufficient parking on Wardour.  All you have to do is look at the number of units compared to the number of parking spots... they only have just enough parking for the units. If anyone has two cars, or has friends or relatives over, then they will need to park on the street.... but wait.... if it's winter and there's parking bans. You could quickly see people trying to take refuge in nearby parking lots causing an enforcement  nightmare.  I recognize a need for increased housing, but there are plenty of newer development areas where these buildings would be more appropriate and have similar benefits. People moved to these neighborhoods in Bedford partially BECAUSE the zoning was single family dwellings, and that's what they were looking for. If they wanted super dense neighborhoods then they would've moved to the Larry Uteck Area. 
	Text3: 4 and 5 stories are too tall, both for the feel of the neighborhood and with the huge rise in density they would provide (and the lack of infrastructure to handle that density in that particular area).  A more appropriate building would be ground level townhouses or maybe at most a 2 story multi-unit building. Definitely not something that sticks up over the trees blocking out the sun. 
	Text4: There is a strong community presence in bedford because people call it their home, they own property and they have a sense of ownership and pride over our community. Those in apartment units do not have that same sense of ownership or community. In all the times I've lived in apartment buildings I've not even met most of the people in adjoining units. But in single family dwellings you get to know your neighbors and build relationships.   Also I would hate to loose the giant oak tree by the train bridge. I think most people really appreciate that tree. 
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